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Welcome...
Welcome to the first issue ofthe most important publicationof our time—you may notrealize it, but in a hundredyears you will be considered tohave been a genius just forreading andconsideringthese words.There aremany plans forOfficial Manual,but noguarantees. Ifyou think you canread these smallpages and wanderoff forgetting them,you are wrong. As aparticipant in brilliance,it is incumbent upon youto consider these words andinsist on logic, clarity andreason, and when the wordshave failed, attack insightfully,intelligently. Welcome toOfficial Manual—smile andenjoy.

Simply rearrange the letters, two names each:nuutszEEFHHIIINRRSTZCCDE

Do you know the woman pictured?Someone does and we want to know.Consider this a sociological (and biological,when completely understood) experiment:Can the readers of a small, brilliantpublication find a woman based on a badcopy of an iffy photograph? Well?It is a common held belief that apublication of words for nonheterophobic men must have83% of its page count aspictorials of semiattractive,anorexic women that havebeen airbrushed and looklike waifs in person. True,if the man is so poor hedoes not have accessto the internet or is ina remote location ofthe world (or cannotread). Since youobviously have access to the internet, andwe ran out of space—it was supposed to be8 pages and could have been 24—we willlet you find the pictures of seminude/nudewomen on your own.The internet allows every man to fulfilltheir lusty visual desires. For the tame andjudgmental, there is HOTORNOT.COM and
BANGME.NET (generally not and no). For thehardcorers, there is YOUPORN.COM and

REDTUBE.COM (both amongst the top 50sites on the internet). There is the alwaysattractive PAGE3.COM waiting. The point is,whatever you are looking for when it comesto pleasing visuals, it is waiting for you onthe internet, so we do not need to do ithere...unless she is so naturally,unretouched beautiful...Also, as to the visuals, you better not justbe a looker; talk with women. Not only arethey not scary, they arefriendly and kind andloving—and theysmell good. Be aman, agentleman, andtalk to a woman,even with yourinsecurities. If youare highly insecure,try talking to themwithoutexpectation,without wantingsomething fromthem; once you do that and find out they donot bite, you can take it to the next level.The internet is not real, women are.Now, as to the woman pictured: Have youfound her yet? Do you know her? Well, getbusy, this is something we need to know.

This publ ication has
been designed for
consumption by
non-heterophobic

males with the
abi l i ty to grasp
reason, logic and
beauty. Al l others
please move on to
a less stimulating
task. (Perhaps your
hair is mussed and

needs a good
combing?)

Digression
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Man=Motorized Bar Stool

The motorized bar stool is the type of thing men do—whenthey have a moment of free time away from trying to neatlyunwrap a woman's packaging. Think about it, do you know aman who would not want to give a motorized bar stool a testdrive? “Oh, sweet!” followed immediately by “I could do that,”is the response offered by most men.We are the simplest of creatures. We want to explore,create, test (destroy) and inquire, all after or in pursuit of oneuncomplicated goal: We must have the touch of a woman.There are many methods to achieving a physiologicallyinduced psychological destination, but in order for a man tofeel complete, if only for a moment, the touch of a woman isrequired, and not just any woman. When this happens, menare momentarily at peace.Men and their simple needs. At all times we cannot be doingwhat we fantasize about, so we build space ships, go to war,fix, invent, create, compete, fight fires, anguish, root, eat,drink, sleep, wrestle, ponder and build motorized bar stools,amongst other things. It may appear we have become docile,but men are still capable of anything. And as simple as wemay be, one thing a man never needs to do is apologize forbeing a man, even when building or driving a motorized barstool, unless, of course, you are drunk behind the wheel...

Abiogenic Oi l?

What do you do when you get into an argument with an inlawover the impending demise of civilization due to the rapidlydiminishing availability of oil? If you are wise, probably nothing.Those of us of a contrarian nature, and prone to the seduction ofverbal dance, might respond, “What!?!”If you like a good debate, or want to simply test yourunderstanding, you challenge [read antagonize]. Taking acontrarian point of view for argument's sake not only forces thedoomandgloomer to buttress his argument but allows you toexplore your knowledge and grasp of understanding in relation toyour fellow conversationalist. As long as we are all polite, it iseducational fun and games. (Some fellow conversationalists havelet it be known the “enlightening” experience is not always soenjoyable.)Now if the topic is discussing the circular shape of Earth or thesun as a ball of fire, it may be in good character to simply agree.Also, as the nature of beauty is subjective, you may simply want topolitely acknowledge an observation of beauty no matter howvehemently you disagree. But if one wishes to argue an impendingglobal oil shortage while oil prices race; the economy toys withrecession/depression dips; oil is vilified as the summation of allthings evil; and, you have heard all of this before, what is left butthe dance of verbiage, the waltz of the pessimist and the optimist,or simply the contrarian.To make it as simple as he did, here is his basic argument: Theend of mankind is upon us, as we have reached a peak in oilsupply and it is down hill from here—rapidly, as our use hasincreased. You know, the same argument made since the '70s,probably earlier, and yet, somehow, the world still grows andprospers with plenty of oil. So much oil that vast resources withinthe United States are not even allowed to be accessed. It is hisposition that we are heading downhill fast as oil suppliesdeplete—it must be granted that this is one of the more generallyaccepted theories among those who study oil production.The fundamental basis of this argument, known as “peak oiltheory” around the oil trading desks, is that oil is a very limited,finite resource and most of it has been found. This may be true. Itis the generally accepted theory that fossil fuel (petroleum/oil) is avery limited resource created by the breakdown of prehistoricorganic material, which was then acted upon by the pressure andheat of the Earth's crust. Not a difficult theory to grasp. It seemssomewhat reasonable and would understandably turn mostanyone into a pessimist as breakdown of organic material frommillions, no, billions of years ago is not [Continued on page 8 ]
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Art. Too many people do not visit museums because of the pretentious snobs who wish to define art. In a recent visit to a large, bigcity museum, there was an aluminum ladder you could purchase at any hardware store and through the third steps was placed an inflatedpool toy, an alligator. And they wonder why people are not going to museums? This is art?
You can find art anywhere. How do you know you have found it? Easy: art inspires. The uptight cognoscenti who wish to define art for youspend their time learning how they are supposed to appreciate art. Learning how you are supposed to appreciate? No, either it speaks toyou or it does not. Art is inspirational. When you look at something, are you inspired by its beauty, its magnificence, its uniqueness?Something, you may not always know what at the forefront of your thought, but something touches you.
Have you looked at the giant canvas on a wall with a line drawn across it and said, “I can do that. That's stupid! That's not art!”? Yourinstincts are dead on. To you, and most of us, it is not art. The only people that seem to consider that type of work art are those taughtwhy they should appreciate it, but you can be assured that as true art stands the test of time, a line on the canvas will not. So perhaps weshould look elsewhere to find real art.
How about the Pomona Swap Meet? There is the general art of the classic car and some amazing artistic paint jobs and custom cars, butwhat about thestraight artisticexpression ofsomethingunexpected andinspirational. A guitarmade of wood andmetal with barbedwire as strings.Unexpected. Unique.Inspirational. Sure,the maker couldundoubtedly havedrawn a line acrossa blank canvas, butthis artist sufferedfrom actualinspiration.Undoubtedly, this isart, and in the bestmuseumpossible—outside ofa sterile buildingmeandering about inthe real world.

Whoever you are,keep up the goodwork, keep up theinspiration.
And thank you.
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Walking from Under a Dark Cloud

A friend and I were talking every day about the economic andpolitical situation. Though we occupy different parts of thepolitical spectrum, we found ourselves agreeing quite frequently,mostly about the fact the economy was a mess and politicianswere doing everything they could to make the problem worse.Since politicians seemed hell bent on not listening to solutionsother than those proffered by fellow purveyors of government,we came up with our solution: I would write a blog, which issimply techiespeak for an online journal.The idea of the blog was simple. Since I already read enoughto make sure I was overinformed and gravitated towardtelevision viewing that was dedicated to discussing the everworsening problems of the economy, I would have no problemwith content. The content was to be short and sweet; a highlightof the day's worst financial/economic news. This was going to beeasy.When I first started the blog, it was entertaining, in a dark sortof way. I would spend 30 minutes to an hour late at night or earlyin the morning highlighting the upcoming day's worst events.Before this endeavor, I was interested in all news, from “Brittanygets her abs back!” to “Iceland Faces National Default”. Nowthere was work to be done and there was no longer time towaste on better understanding the moral perspectives of bathingsuit wearing Katy Perry. (If you do not have time for Katy Perry ina bathing suit, you have given up on life's simple pleasures.) Ihad to find the worst, most foreboding information about theeconomy I could find...and there is a lot of bad news out there.Excitedly, I brought together the worst news about theeconomy one could find. Visitors came, became depressed andtraffic grew. I was not trying to make money on the site—whichwas good, because it was only an expense, even with theridiculously low revenue generating Google AdSense—I was justhaving some “fun” sharing information I talked about with mybuddy. We still enjoyed our conversations, it was just that I hadset the table with the blog.After a while, there were nights I did not want to do it, but I did;I had assigned myself an unpaid position responsible forproviding content to the internet, fleeting content that wasirrelevant not long after it had been posted. What I did not noticewas that I was eating more as I buried myself in bad news. Iknew I was not getting enough sleep.The longer I went on with the blogging, the worse my dietbecame. Without making a conscious decision, I went fromsome sort of exercise a few days a week to being dragged out ofthe house to exercise once a week, for a walk [Waddle?],

begrudgingly. But I still did the blog every weekday, and the badnews was getting worse.Most people who are slightly selfaware start to ponder what iswrong with their life when they find themselves in a gloomy fog.I had no reason to be in a funk, but I was. I was not going brokeor losing my house or facing many of the financial hardships Iknew some of my friends and acquaintances to be suffering. Myfamily was doing well, all happy and healthy, enjoying thefullness of life. I had a life filled with love and friendship, and yetabove me all I could feel was this dark cloud of misery. The sunwas out, the sky was beautiful and I did not care. There wasclearly a problem, so I reflected.Immediately, I considered the possibility it was the dark anddire nature of the blog I was writing. I thought about the men Ihad read about who were “bloggers” who had died relativelyyoung. I told myself they must have been obese, inactive losers,trying to ignore the fact I had become inactive, gained weightand was focused on the losing aspects of society. I foolishlythought that what I was blogging about was a short exercise intruth so I would be protected from the stats of “fat dork in front ofthe computer who has a heart attack.” Of course, you can onlyfool yourself for so long. I was not so keen on dying or beingdepressed for the cause of providing the internet with content,something I described to my wife as “everyone in a footballstadium shouting at the same time, with everyone's wordcarrying equal wisdom and weight.”One day I told myself I would allow for a day off and take mywife to a museum. I did not do the blog the night before; I couldnot. I did not do it in the morning before the two hour drive. I toldmyself the world would be just fine if it did not receive myaffirmation of bad news. We left town.On the drive to the museum, I listened to the radio and the badnews, like an alcoholic not sure he is ready to quit, but I alsobegan to turn the volume down. Eventually the radio was a lowbackground noise and I talked with my wife about the ills of theworld and imperfections of our relationship. The darkconversations were short and we eventually began to discussmore interesting items such as trips and adventures we wouldlike to take together. Then, there was a pause. I thought ofsomething insignificant that I was allowing to bother me,depress me. Before I could wallow, I was jolted back into themoment.We think our feelings are so important that we sometimes getlost in them. As soon as the man slammed into the rearend ofmy vehicle, all thoughts of petty importance were gone. I wasuninjured. I looked at my wife, who had recently undergonesurgery, and she was fine, a bit [Continued on page 7 ]
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There are some writingsevery man should read,and as this is OfficialManual it is our duty toencourage such. One must readis The Art of War by Sun Tzu.Written a few years back (6thcentury b.c.), the relevance ofthis work cannot beunderstated. Some will get it,some will not, but every mancan gain from its reading.
We are serializing this short,easytoread, challenging,thought provoking work. (If youdo not think it is applicable inyour life, you are dead or curledin a dark corner waiting fordeath's sweet release.)

The Art of War
by Sun Tzu

( Lionel Giles ' Translation)

I. LAYING PLANS
1 . Sun Tzu said: The art of war
is of vital importance to the
State.
2 . It is a matter of life and
death, a road either to safety
or to ruin. Hence it is a
subj ect of inquiry which can on
no account be neglected.
3 . The art of war, then, is

governed by five constant
factors , to be taken into
account in one' s
deliberations , when seeking to
determine the conditions
obtaining in the field.
4 . These are: ( 1 ) The Moral

Law; ( 2 ) Heaven; ( 3 ) Earth; ( 4 )
The Commander; ( 5 ) Method and
discipline.
5 , 6. The Moral Law causes the
people to be in complete accord
with their ruler, so that they
will follow him regardless of
their lives , undismayed by any

danger.
7 . Heaven signifies night and
day, cold and heat, times and
seasons .
8 . Earth comprises distances ,
great and small; danger and
security; open ground and
narrow passes ; the chances of
life and death.
9. The Commander stands for

the virtues of wisdom,
sincerely, benevolence,
courage and strictness .
1 0 . By method and discipline
are to be understood the
marshaling of the army in its
proper subdivisions , the
graduations of rank among the
officers , the maintenance of
roads by which supplies may
reach the army, and the control
of military expenditure.
1 1 . These five heads should be
familiar to every general: he
who knows them will be
victorious ; he who knows them
not will fail.
1 2 . Therefore, in your
deliberations , when seeking to
determine the military
conditions , let them be made
the basis of a comparison, in
this wise: --
13 . ( 1 ) Which of the two
sovereigns is imbued with the
Moral law? ( 2 ) Which of the two
generals has most ability? ( 3 )
With whom lie the advantages
derived from Heaven and
Earth? ( 4 ) On which side is
discipline most rigorously
enforced? ( 5 ) Which army is
stronger? ( 6) On which side are
officers and men more highly
trained? ( 7 ) In which army is
there the greater constancy
both in reward and punishment?
14 . By means of these seven
considerations I can forecast
victory or defeat.
1 5 . The general that hearkens
to my counsel and acts upon it,
will conquer: let such a one be
retained in command! The
general that hearkens not to my
counsel nor acts upon it, will

suffer defeat: --let such a one
be dismissed!
16. While heading the profit of
my counsel, avail yourself
also of any helpful
circumstances over and beyond
the ordinary rules .
1 7 . According as
circumstances are favorable,
one should modify one' s plans .
1 8 . All warfare is based on
deception.
19. Hence, when able to attack,
we must seem unable; when using
our forces , we must seem
inactive; when we are near, we
must make the enemy believe we
are far away; when far away, we
must make him believe we are
near.
2 0 . Hold out baits to entice
the enemy. Feign disorder, and
crush him.
2 1 . If he is secure at all
points , be prepared for him.
If he is in superior strength,
evade him.
2 2 . If your opponent is of
choleric temper, seek to
irritate him. Pretend to be
weak, that he may grow
arrogant.
2 3 . If he is taking his ease,
give him no rest. If his forces
are united, separate them.
2 4 . Attack him where he is
unprepared, appear where you
are not expected.
2 5 . These military devices ,
leading to victory, must not be
divulged beforehand.
2 6. Now the general who wins a
battle makes many
calculations in his temple ere
the battle is fought. The
general who loses a battle
makes but few calculations
beforehand. Thus do many
calculations lead to victory,
and few calculations to
defeat: how much more no
calculation at all! It is by
attention to this point that I
can foresee who is likely to
win or lose.

Next Chapter: WAGING WAR
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startled. I pulled tothe center of the freeway from the numberone lane (furthest left) and stepped out tosee if the car that hit me was all right. It wasnot. The front end of his econogreenmachine was destroyed; my bumper had ascratch. The driver was fine.The man driving the other car was niceand apologetic, taking responsibilityimmediately. Hitting someone in stopandgo traffic is something we all seem toexperience if we drive enough monotonousmiles on long, boring, congested freeways.We exchanged information. (I noticed anempty baby seat in back and wanted tosuggest that a more substantial car wouldbetter serve his child, but refrained.) It wasa simple accident, where fault was not anissue, but I was concerned for him and hiscar and insurance, willing to let it go if itwere a hardship, but he insisted hisinsurance company would take care ofeverything. Not once did I think of the globaleconomic conditions.I spent a nice day at the museum with mybeautiful wife, admiring and being inspiredby art, as well as being contemptuous ofmuch that passes as art. (A line on a wall?Really?) Had a nice meal. Enjoyed mywife's company. It was a very good day.When I came home that night, one of mykids had just come back from riding hisbike. I turned the TV on to unwind from the

drive and came across an episode ofSeinfeld [“The Hamptons”, aka “Shrinkage”]and watched it with my son, who is onlycoming to know the brilliant show. Welaughed. It was a nice, full day. I went tobed, at peace with knowing I would neverwrite that blog again.The next day my fried called. “Where is it?What happened? That's the first thing Iread!” he demanded.“I can't do it,” I answered before explaininghow the negativity was bringing me down.He understood and had plenty of otherresources for his information, and hopefullysomeone else to discuss the issues with aswell.Another day passed and my friend called.He said he had thought about what I hadsaid and about how he had been eatingmore, and becoming depressed, and...andcould no longer mire himself in doom. Justbecause the information was factual andwas the topic of the moment did not mean itwas not weighing us down and turning usinto carriers of a giant dark cloud. We weredone with steeping in doom. Life has toomuch to offer and is too short.Immediately, I started to get out andexercise again. I spent more time with myfamily and watched TV for entertainment,for laughter. I have time for uselessinformation.I wondered if it would have made a

difference if the blog had been aboutbutterflies or balloons, if that would havemade a difference, and decided it wouldnot. Bloggers seem to spend an excessiveamount of time writing about something,which has to take away from the joy ofdoing. And, of course, you still have theproblem of all those voices in the footballstadium saying nothing, in cacophony.My friend and I have a new topic ofconversation, gardening. This is an interestwe did not know we shared. There is muchto learn and much to share, as well as thecompetitive aspect of growing your own.We will not be blogging about adventures inthe garden, and to the guy who is andprovides the detailed difference betweentomato varieties: Thank you, now go spendmore time in the garden.

 The author insists his lovely wife hasgiven him a free pass to sleep with any onestarlet he can seduce, as long as she is ofage, a household name and he hascompleted everything on his “honeydo” list.(He is naïve if he thinks she will ever letthat happen.) When asked if we couldverify this with his wife, he insisted it was aconfidential agreement and begged us notto say anything to her. Asked if he extendedthe same privileges to her, his answer wasas expected.
God says. . .

It would be foolish for one to speakthe words of God, unless one wassimply putting to words what Godhas already eloquently stated. Yes,God does communicate.We know what God knows;everything. What do we know? Whatdo you know? When you think aboutit, what does any being really know?Any time we ask a question and itappears to be resolved by science,in truth, it leads to greater, grander

questions. Our quest for knowledgeleads us to our ignorance; notanswers but questions.One of the beauties of man is ourquest for knowledge, our optimismthat so much of it is attainable. Anignorance of man is the hubris thatour knowledge is not only significantbut that this limited knowledgeplaces the universe, nature, underour domain. The truism passedalong to so many as children holdsas true today as it did 50, 100, 500,thousands of years ago: The more

we learn, the more we realize howlittle you know.What we do not know grows everyday and what we do not know canbe defined, simply: God. As ourknowledge grows, our ignorancegrows exponentially. Humbling, itshould be, but many have seized onour infant knowledge and proclaimedthemselves not only God's equal butGod's master. God, as always, hasresponded.It may not seem like much to thosewith the hubris to match their

knowledge with all that is unknown,but God's answer is simple: With allyou know, you know nothing.Gods have always been used toexplain the unexplainable. It couldbe said that this is the purpose ofGod. Our growing ignorance makesit clear that God's presence isgrowing, whether or not we wish toacknowledge the presence, oranswer. But if we listen, Godspeaks, enveloped in all we do notknow.

[ cont. Dark Cloud]



Remember: Just because you disagree doesn't mean you are right. Have a great day!

something we can waitto have happen again. Before the cloudsbecome too dark, we should take a momentto ask if there are any reasonable viablealternative theories regarding oil creation.Is there another theory? Is there anythingto explain why we have not run out of oil asthe doomsayers have been promising fordecades? The simple answer could be thatthe biogenic based peak oil theory iscorrect, it is just that their continuallygrowing estimate on the world supply of oilwas too low...consistently too low. Anotheranswer may be an alternative theory,rejected by most, known as abiogenic oil.Beside the fact that it has a nice name, the“abiogenic theory” of oil states thatinorganic (abiogenic) material contained inthe Earth's crust contains the hydrocarbonsnecessary to produce oil, which it does andis slowly seeped into the oil deposits we aretapping. The deeper we drill, the closer weget to abundance and having to look forsome other crisis theory (dull drill?), manyof which are waiting their turn in the wings.The abiogenic theory has a very smallfollowing, primarily in Russia (becoming theworld's largest oil producer), as it waspopularized by a Russian geologist mostrecently. There has been research thatsome would suggest supports the theory,but it is still little accepted and often

ridiculed—perhaps rightfully so. Though,could you imagine the growth in economiesthe world over if oil is no longer considereda very limited resource? Prices wouldplummet, and cheap energy is the fuel ofprosperity.You have a choice: Theory 1: Peak biogenic oil, and we arepast the peak. Theory 2: Abiogenic oil, still creating oil inthe depths every day. Truth: As strange as it seems, we are notsure of the genesis of oil nor its trueavailability. We know we have oil andthat it is the fuel of the world's economicengine, all else is theory. Think aboutthat: our understanding of the formationof oil is simply the current workingtheory. This is fact, all else is theory. (Tobe fair, all theories are not equal, but wedo not want to let the fact a theory isgenerally accepted hinder alternativeresearch.)There is nothing new about peak oil; theend is always near, yet, mysteriously, oilproduction and supply continue to increase.If you wish to ignore the fact the world hassufficient oil and watch the sky fall, look upand wait for the end to come. If you aretired of waiting for the promised oilcrises—nonmanufactured—one mightsuggest you consider the abiogenic theory

of oil, or at least accept that we are stilldiscovering oil's genesis. Also, to bettercalm the fears, realize that someday therewill be another energy revolution that willmake us ask, “Well, what are we going todo with all of the oil?”All in good contrarian fun and prodding,but the possibilities are endless and ourknowledge is always in its infancy, as themore we learn the more we realize howmuch we do not know.As for the disconnected family member:he has too much invested in the falling skyto consider the possibility of sunshine. (Hecould be correct, but do not tell him that.)
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[ cont. Abiogenic]

(Oh, you look good. . .

A Man?

[For those looking for an easy
woman with no self-respect or

boundaries, just find one who would
defend a man like this. They are

out there, but you may want to
expect more from yourself. ]



Unfiltered Bouts with Genius

Political correctness is not

filtering, it is lying.

co2 Spew

We really are not supposed to say thisstuff out loud—you know, the unedited stuffyou say to your friends. You can sayanything to your friends. You can sayanything to your friends because they tendto have about the same level of insight,tolerance/intolerance as you. The absurdthings you say out loud to them theyunderstand you say not as fact butconsideration, observation, irony, absurdity,mockery or just plain fun—and if you saysomething out of line, they will let you know.Amongst friends, it is not out loud, it isconfidential banter.Since we are friends...Why aren't all of those “Save the Planet”,reduce “carbon footprint” and “control co2emission” cult members committing suicideen masse? If we take them at their word,there is nothing more important than tofocus one's life on co2 management. (Howdid the planet thrive for billions of yearsbefore human comprehension of thecompound co2? What luck, mammalssurvived for 200 million years before we“discovered” the compound a couplehundred+ years ago. Whew, that was aclose one!) Assuming they understand whatthey are saying, there is nothing moreurgent than to focus one's short life on co2.That being the case, is there anything moredirectly under one's control than their life, alife that exists as a—oh my god!—co2producing life form?Some of these cultish co2 belchingmachines try to make themselves feel better

by purchasing “carbon offsets”. (If you everencounter someone who purchased acarbon offset, stop talking immediately, as itdoes not become any of us to belittle thementally challenged.) Sure, it appears forcivility we have to accept that these peopleare stupid and have a right to their proudlyheld stupidity, but come on...think! If you buya “carbon offset” for a completelyunnecessary international flight, do youreally not understand you are exacerbatingthe “problem” you proclaim your desperatedesire to address?Any money spent on “carbon offset”

encourages economic activity, andeconomic activity creates the nasty andfeared co2—actually, co2 would continue tobe created, with levels fluctuating, if the lifeform human was extinguished tomorrow, butlet us not allow thought to disturb the cult.Do you really think that if you pay acompany to plant a tree to assuage yourguilt the tree gets the money? It may be

impossible to say this without appearinginsulting, but trees not only have no needfor money, they have no understanding ofmoney, or you, or the planet. The moneyyou spend is to encourage human activity.Not only have you taken an unnecessaryinternational flight—no one needs totravel—you have accelerated economicactivity with your purchase of “carbonoffsets”. It is beginning to sound like you arethe problem.The “you”s that are the problem are doingthis out of guilt—actually ignorance, but...Do you think poor people are sitting aroundworried about their carbon footprint? Theanswer is a resolute NO, in case you havenot allowed yourself to associate with thepoverty stricken. Poor people do notactually have time for your guilt, they wouldlike opportunity, but the morons who havecarbon guilt have the time and resources tocreate a “problem”. Poor people walk andoften do not travel even a hundred milesfrom their place of birth their entire life. Theprosperous spew carbons like there is notomorrow. It appears the answer to your“problem” is obvious and quite simple.Since the guilty appear not to be trulycommitted to the cause and willing to endtheir own carbon output, the least they coulddo is embrace poverty. This does not meanyou can give your money to some charitybecause money is fuel and if you give itaway it will still be spent encouraginghuman activity. To support your cause, youmust destroy wealth. The environmentallyfriendly way of destroying wealth is toconvert everything to cash and then put thecash into a shredder. Your destruction ofwealth will help diminish economicactivity—and not help the starving peopleyou were once so concerned about, as theyare just carbon spewers anyway. (Did youreally give up on the destitute to reduce co2or because it was really hard and they weredirty?)

Top 10Animated Shows
1) The Tick2) South Park3) South Park4) The Simpsons5)6)7)8)9) Road Runner10) South Park
* For some reason, people

love this Top 10 stuff. We
thought we would do it

right. Fill in the blanks
with whatever you deem

worthy. ( If it is really
good, let us know. )
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If you are a true believer that the planet needs to besaved and you must do your part, you need to embrace extremepoverty, you need to destroy wealth, and, honestly, to be fullycommitted you should extinguish your own co2 spewing life form,but who is that committed? (Then do you really care?)At least, as a species, we can take comfort in the fact that thosemost afraid of their impact on the planet are selfterminating andwill not bring forth any additional ignorant co2 emitters. (Perhapsthis is just another way nature terminates ignorance.)While writing these silly words about silly people who want to betaken seriously to give themselves significance, one cannot help

but wonder if they have any idea of the similarity between theirthinking and that of Pol Pot? It could be they consider thegenocidal agrarian dictator a noble environmentalist saving theplanet...it fits the rest of their thoughtless process.
Veracity: How bizarre is it that one of co2 control's biggestadvocates is completely focused on making money on carboncontrol issues, thereby increasing economic velocity. Hmmmm,what does that say about how he truly feels about the cult, thecause... Why do we have to take ignorance seriously?
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Wait. . .

Something has to be said before this is put to bed. It happenedagain; a man succumbed to the pressures of a deficient economy.As has happened too many times, he decided the best way to dealwith his financial struggle was to kill his family, then himself. This isnot the answer.Intellectually, the process behind such an action is fascinatingand worth a provocative endeavor, but not at this moment. Now isthe time to reach out, to help your fellow man. There is somethingaskew when so many men have decided the only acceptable wayout of their situation is to move beyond the living world. If this istheir individual path, as tragic as it may be, so be it, but when aman takes the life of another it should be in battle, and it should notbe his wife and offspring. If he is so defective and hopeless that itis all he can see as a solution, the solution should be for him alone.Strangely, many of the men doing this are otherwise caring familymen; family men who feel they have failed. The nature of thefailure: financial. What does it say about a society when untoldwealth is given to those with political connection for doing littlemore than nestling at the teet of government; they get fat whilegood men who do not want a handout but simply the opportunity towork have lost even the hope that tomorrow will be a better day?The few take from the many to give to the chosen few, and, as isalways the case, the many pay the price, some the ultimate price.Think about it, you know someone who is hurting. Perhaps youare the one hurting. Do not pretend otherwise, if you are indesperate times. Be honest and be willing to do the best you can,to work at anything. You are not defined by your job; you are notdefined by your bank account; you are not defined by yourpossessions; you are not defined by any superficial value unlessyou have nothing else to offer and wish to be defined by thesesuperficialities. Know your value, who you are and you will bedefined by your character. Character trumps all, and when theshallow man with the beautiful house looks down on you, smile

back, because if he has to look down on your struggle he is lackingin the most valuable assets: character. And if you are one of thoseof character who is not hurting, reach out.When so many are struggling and we are comfortable, it is also atest of our character. Can you make a man who is losing his stufffeel good about himself? Can you make a man who is losingeverything, who has nothing material, your equal? Can you feed aproud man without making him feel like he is the recipient ofcharity? Do you have the character to rise above your worthlessvaluable stuff? Can you convince a man that as dark as tomorrowmay seem, hope lies ahead? None of these tasks may be easy, aswe all have struggles, but times like this require all of us to be ofbetter character.Yes, times are hard and perhaps desperate, but we never knowwhat tomorrow might bring. Hardship? Perhaps. Glory? Possibly.Trials? Sure. Hope? YES! You have to be willing to stick around tofind out. Let them take your house, your car, your credit cards, yourassets, your things, but the only way they can take your characteris if you give it up. You must dream of something, why not dreamanother day?There are times when every man gets down and feels as ifeverything is hopeless, as if this was not what he thought life wouldbe, but you have to keep dreaming, fighting, working hard to makethat dream come true. It may or may not, and there is alwaysstruggle, but we are strong enough for another day.You may have no stuff, but that is how you entered the world. Youmay have to live in a tent, but you do not know where that anddesire will take you. Be willing to work and embrace possibility, youhave no idea where your efforts will take you. As difficult as it maybe, do not give up! You are not alone. We are here, fighting,struggling like you. We know what you are capable ofaccomplishing. We do not define you by your stuff, but yourcharacter. Hang in there and have hope, have a dream, no matterhow absurd it may appear, and work toward it for just one moreday. You only have to work on today, surviving today, another day.

No, I don't like work. I had rather laze about and think of all the fine thingsthat can be done. I don't like work—no man does—but I like what is in thework—the chance to find yourself. Your own reality—for yourself, not forothers—what no other man can ever know. They can only see the mere show,and never can tell what it means. from Heart of Darkness, 1899, by Joseph Conrad
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